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Best CLAT Mock Test Series - One Free CLAT Mock | The OPUS Way

KOLKATA, India - Nov. 4, 2019 - PRLog -- Common-Law Admission Test Or CLAT 2020 is the
entrance test held by many NLU national law universities/colleges every year around the country. CLAT is
the gateway entrance exam as the beginning step to getting admission into top law colleges for all aspirants.
Basically  CLAT is an all India base selection test that examines the knowledge of the students in 5 main
categories like English including Comprehension, Current Affairs, and General Knowledge, Elementary
Mathematics, Legal Aptitude, and Logical Reasoning. Here is the main thing to note that there is an
Additional negative marking for each wrong answer, with 0.25  marks. So the candidate needs to very
careful before giving answers. This negative marking concept increases the pressure for all aspirants in the
exam hall.

Hence CLAT entrance examination is not so easy to crack without the right preparation. To appear for
CLAT exam candidate needs to prepare and practice as much as possible. To secure a seat in best law
colleges and universities a very good score and rank required. Only low rank can give you the opportunity
to get admission. There are a number of coaching centers now that can help you in preparing for the test
and knowing about the various rules and regulations for appearing in the law entrance test. A mock test is
one of the best ways which can gain some extra confidence for the test.

Appearing CLAT Mock test is the best practice that will surely help the candidate to secure good marks in
the final exam. Clat Mocks are very useful because through Mock test candidates can understand where
they need to focus more on the best result. The Opus Way which is one of the best CLAT coaching centers
really help all CLAT aspirants to get the best MOCK test series which are very helpful for their results.
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